eligible to apply irrespective of the marks/CPI and will be considered for admission. Candidates belonging to the Scheduled Castes/Scheduled Tribes who have passed the basic qualifying degree are required to have a minimum of 75%/7.5 marks/CPI in the qualifying degree. Should have a valid score/qualification in GATE/CSIR/JRF/NET/M.Tech/ME/MD (any branch) with a minimum of 60%/6.0 marks/CPI in the qualifying degree.

Ph.D. in Engineering: Applicants must have a master's degree in Engineering with marks/CPI not below the specified minimum pass marks/CPI; otherwise, the "specified minimum" marks/CPI implies the minimum pass marks/CPI.

Ph.D. (Management): All areas of Management

Ph.D. (Design): Interdisciplinary Programme in Design

M.Tech: Aerospace Engineering * Biological Sciences & Bioengineering * Chemical Engineering * Civil Engineering * Computer Science & Engineering * Electrical Engineering * Industrial & Management Engineering * Materials Science & Engineering * Mechanical Engineering * Nuclear Engineering and Technology * Sciences (Engineering & Technology)

M.Des: Interdisciplinary Programme in Design

MS (By Research): Aerospace Engineering * Chemical Engineering * Civil Engineering * Computer Science & Engineering * Electrical Engineering * Mechanical Engineering * Photonics Science & Engineering

CAMPUS FACILITIES

Residence: There are Sixteen Hostels that provide on campus accommodation for about 3939 male and 977 female students. All the hostels are within walking distance of the main campus. The married students are, however, advised to bring the family only after allotment of an SBRA, which may take a few months.

Computational Facilities: The Computer Centre furnishes the clock and is divided into various zones that host computing facilities like inter library loan, photocopying and online reference services are also provided on demand. Users can run by the Students’ Gymkhana.

The library is housed in three stores having a collection of more than 5 lakh books, journals and reports. The library is enriched with 65,000 access and it is fully automated and uses home (open source) library management software. Library resources and services are available through the web site http://library.iitk.ac.in and email alert services are provided for check in, checkout, renewal, new arrival and overdue alerts etc. Other services like inter-library loan, photocopying and online reference services are also provided on demand. Users can access the library’s resources from outside the campus through a virtual private network. The institute is a member of the e-Shodh Sindhu consortium through which thousands of digital resources are accessible to the users. The library is fully computerized.

Sports & Recreation: IIT Kanpur has several facilities for indoor and outdoor games. There are other recreational facilities as well, such as a gym, swimming pool, a sport club and other active clubs that are run by the Students’ Gymkhana.

The Institute, being residential, requires that all registered students reside in the campus. The student life at IIT Kanpur is very vibrant and full of opportunities for extra-curricular activities and sports. The institute has a large number of club activities and student organizations. A number of workshops and guest lectures are organized for students, faculty, and staff. The institute has a large number of club activities and student organizations. A number of workshops and guest lectures are organized for students, faculty, and staff.

GENERAL INFORMATION

Candidates who are in the final year of qualifying degree and are likely to graduate by July 15, 2015 may also apply. Such a candidate will be allowed to appear in the GATE/CSIR/JRF/NET and admitted subject to the condition that the candidate will submit the degree certificate to the Institute within a few months.

The institute, being residential, requires that all registered students reside in the campus.

For information brochure containing details of various PG programmes, visit the online application portal http://www.iitk.ac.in/doaa/pgadmission.htm

The online applications portal will be available from 15-03-2015 to 04-04-2015.

Reservation shall apply as per Govt. of India norms.